
Unify  your  data  needs in  one block 



01. Blockunity’s Goal

2020 2024
October March

Start of the project App for everyone

2023
April

Private Beta

2022
May

Company creation

See market risk at a global level.Find assets with high speculative potential.

Unify all the information you need to invest effectively in the Crypto Market.



02. Problems & Solutions

Access a wide range of information in a single place.

ex: I don't understand all the terms and data.

ex: It takes me too long to consult all the necessary information.

 ex: I need to be aware of some fundamental and on-chain data.

ex: I'm afraid to start trading, I know that most traders are in the red.

Simple and complete explanations, allowing anyone to use them.

Efficient indications to view asset state at a glance.

Get unique and powerful trading tools and indicators.

Too Much Data & Incorrect Information

User Misinterpretation

Time-consuming to Analyze all Data

Trade at a Loss

Data Aggregation

Data Democratization

Data Correlation

Innovating Trading Tools



User Benefits and Target03.

*https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/big-data-analytics-market-106179 2022 2023 2030

$271B $307B
$745B

Gain knowledge.

Act more serenely on the markets.

Save time and increase efficiency.

Data correlation in a single platform.

Invest more intelligently and optimize your capital.

Big Data Analytics Market Size*

Benefits

Target

Novice Advanced 
70% 30%

Enthusiastic Learner Cautious Beginner

+

https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/big-data-analytics-market-106179


04.
Deepen and condense 

your market analysis

Unify data &
 information needs...

...to improve the quality
 of your investments



05. Features



Visualize all types of data

Market

Technical Fundamental

On-chain Sentimental



Scoring methods for evaluation at a glance

Trust Score

Fundamental Score Psychological Score

On-chain Score



A complete screener to find exactly what you're looking for

+400
Analyzed

Cryptocurrencies

Market
Informations

+50Customizable 
                         as you want

Advanced
filters



Innovative charts for efficient data visualization

4
Analysis Tools

510
Indicators

4
Indexes



Investment and trading signals to optimize decision-making

Buy
Signals

Sell
Signals

Testimonials



06. Team & Partners

Main Partners

Key Points Accessibility and speed of response.

Quality partners.Extensive market and technical experience.

Passion for the ecosystem and innovation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/denis-perin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoine-moutinho/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/damien-schaerer-a8b83b110/
https://chain.link/
https://tradingview.com/
https://paulcryptoformation.com/
https://ccdata.io/


Traction

Analysis

07.

Beta
Users

+250 +200
Unyx Data
Customers

+35
Indicators 

& Strategies

+12K
Social Media

Followers

Why Blockunity? 

BLOCKUNITY
Screener Market

Informations

+50 +400
Analyzed

Cryptocurrencies

Our years of development.

Our experience and success in the market.

Our taste for innovation and understanding.



Start using the platform today!

Launch App

https://blockunity.io/
https://twitter.com/_Blockunity
https://discord.gg/jrKMXxHTcP
https://t.me/Blockunity_BKU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blockunity-bku
https://www.youtube.com/c/Blockunity
https://app.blockunity.io/

